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A FORMALLY NORMAL OPERATOR HAVING NO NORMAL EXTENSION KONRAD SCHMÜDGEN
Abstract.
We give an example of a formally normal operator N satisfying dim Si(N*)/3>(N) = 1 which has no normal extension in any larger Hubert space.
For a linear operator T on a Hilbert space 3V, we denote by 3)(T) its domain. A formally normal operator N on Jf is a densely defined closed linear operator on Jf such that 2(N) Q S¿(N*) and \\Nx\\ = \\N*x\\ for all x g @(N). A normal operator is a formally normal operator N on ^satisfying !3{N) = S>(N*).
The first example of a formally normal operator N which has no normal extension in a larger Hilbert space is due to E. A. Coddington in that case.
